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Abstract
Background & Aims: Breast cancer is the most common carcinoma in women and one of the main causes of death in developed and
developing countries. Today, compounds with immunolodulator properties can be replaced with routine drugs. One of them is
Deacetylchitin. This study aimed to evaluate proliferation and survival of spleen immune cells treated by Deacetylchitin nanoparticles
on breast cancer mouse model.
Materials & Methods: Deacetylchitin nanoparticles were prepared by ionic gelation method. Zeta Sizer device measured electrical
charge of nanoparticles and their size was measured by DLS and SEM. The tumor was created within two weeks after injection to
BALB/c mice and then different mice groups were treated with Deacetylchitin nanoparticles and controls with PBS. After three weeks,
the mice were sacrificed. The proliferation and survival of spleen lymphocyte was evaluated by MTT.
Results: Deacetylchitin nanoparticles induce proliferation of spleen cells culture. Lymphocyte proliferation showed a significant
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increase in Deacetylchitin nanoparticles of treated group compared to control (p <0.05).
Conclusion: Our findings suggest that chitosan nanoparticles can stimulate the immune system and proliferate lymphocytes. This
combination can be used as a medicinal supplement to stimulate the immune system to be effective in immunotherapy.
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Introduction

malignancy among women (1). Current treatments of

Breast cancer is the most common malignant disease

cancer possibly reduce tumor size, but are transient and

in women and one of the main causes of death in

have no positive impact on patient survival, with a risk

developed and developing countries. Although Iran is

of recurrence of the disease (2). Therefore, the need for

one of the countries with low incidence of breast cancer

replacement with more effective and a specific therapy

than others, the increase in its incidence in recent years

with fewer side effects are required. High prevalence of

has determined the disease as the most common

breast cancer at early ages in Iran and complications of
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the disease for families raise the necessity of the

solution was added once to Deacetylchitin using ion gel

research for the introduction of new therapeutic

method. The reaction continued for 1 hour under these

substances with immunomodulatory properties and

conditions. Electron microscope was used to study the

fewer side effects (3-5).

characteristics of bonded particles, their shape, size,

Today,
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compounds

with

immunolodulator

dispersion and uniformity and ZETA SIZER (Malvern)

properties can be replaced with routine drugs.

was

Deacetylchitin is one of them. Chitin and its derivatives

Nanoparticles

such

and

Deacetylchitin parts using centrifuges at a speed of

dihydroxypropyl chitin have immune modulatory

18,000 rpm for 30 minutes at 15 ° C (14, 15). To

effects and increase cell activity, secretion of cytokines

evaluate the effects of nanoparticles, thirty 5 to 6-week

and chemokines by affecting on the innate and adaptive

old female BALB / c rats were obtained from Pasteur

immune system. Since chitin and its derivatives do not

Institute of Iran. Tumor cells of line 4T1 were used to

exist in the structure of the human body, its presence is

establish tumor model. The mice were divided into three

an activator of the immune system and some receptors

groups. The first group was tumor mice treated with

such as Detectin-1, TLR-2 and mannose are responsible

nanoparticles

for identifying it on the surface of immune cells.

received normal saline and the third group was healthy

Suspension and Deacetylchitin particles have the ability

mice without tumors. The rate of tumor growth was

to stimulate the immune system as chemotaxis and

measured on a daily basis and recorded. To assess

activation of macrophages (6-11).

survival time, a group of mice were studied with a period

as chitosan

-

carboxymethyl

chitin,

used

to

determine
had

the

been

Deacetylchitin.

electrical

isolated

The

charge.

from

second

free

group

Given the importance of the immune system,

of 45 to 60-day treatment. 18 days after injection of

especially cellular immune responses in anti-tumor

nanoparticles Deacetylchitin and physiological saline,

defense and its overcome to humoral immunity as an

the rats were sacrificed and their spleen cells were

important factor in anti-tumor defense, the activity can

extracted for isolation and culture of spleen cells.

cause the death of cancer cells if Deacetylchitin

Spleen cell suspension was prepared on the basis of 0.5

nanoparticles lead the activation of the immune system

× 106 cells per ml and were cultured in the 24-hole plates

and spleen cell proliferation. Therefore, the combination

in the presence of enriched RPMI medium (27). Then,

with other anticancer drugs will be discussed as a

the mouse spleen cells were tested with case group and

combination of immune booster and immunolodulator.

the lysate of cancer cells were stimulated and incubated

The aim of this study was to evaluate the stimulation of

in an incubator containing 5% carbon dioxide for 48

immune cells and third proliferation in the interaction

hours at 37 ° C. Cell proliferation rate test was

with Deacetylchitin nanoparticles.

performed by MTT on spleen cells (16, 17).
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MTT test is based on reduction of MTT [3- (4, 5-

Materials and Methods

Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)

This study is interventional. 1 mg per ml of

Bromide] which represents the intracellular metabolic

Deacetylchitin was dissolved initially in 1% acetic acid

activity; The more the number of cells are, the higher the

solution for production and preparation of nanoparticles.

MTT reduction will be and vice versa (12). 20 micro

Deacetylchitin solution was put on the stirrer with a

liters (5mg/ml PBS) MTT (company Merk England)

speed of 400 at room temperature. Tripolyphosphate

was added to the wells after 48 hours of spleen cells

(TPP) 0.1% was prepared in distilled water and TPP

culture and incubated for 4 hours at 37 ° C. After
34

-2,5-

Diphenyltetrazolium
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incubation, the supernatant was removed slowly and 100

Results were reviewed using SPSS and Prism6 and

micro liters of DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich Company of

P≤0.001 was interpreted as significant.

America) was added to the wells to dissolve formed

Results

frmazan crystals and create the color. The absorption of
the wells was read at 570 nm. The results were

Particle size, distribution and uniformity of

calculated in terms of stimulation index (Stimulation

Deacetylchitin

have

been

determined

by

DLS

Index: SI) and the SI is negative for absorption 570 per

(Malvern). Figure 1 shows Deacetylchitin particles size

test to 570 of controls (18).

at pH 6 and the average size of the nanoparticles was
210 nm after three replications. DLS device data on the
sample revealed that the size range of more than 95

This study is interventional. Data was reported as mean

percent of the tested samples were 210 nm with higher

± SD and statistical analysis of test data was performed

peak and about 5 percent of the others were in the range

using variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey test.

of 20 to 70 nm with an average of 45 nm.
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Statistical analysis:

Figure 1:

[ DOI: 10.18869/acadpub.umj.28.4.33 ]

A. Particle Size of Deacetylchitin with DLS based on nanometer.
B. Electric charge of Deacetylchitin with ZETA SIZER based on millivolts

Electric charge, dispersion and uniformity of

that the graph was single peak with homology. The

Deacetylchitin nanoparticles have been determined by

electron beam interaction with the matter particles

ZETA SIZER (Malvern). Figure 2 shows Deacetylchitin

showed the appearance of nanoparticles. Beams emitted

nanoparticles electric charge at pH 6. An average

from these interactions can be used to survey. Figure 2

electric charge of Deacetylchitin with three replications

shows Deacetylchitin nanoparticles images in SEM

was determined as 11+ mV. DLS device data showed

microscope.
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Figure 2: Deacetylchitin nanoparticles images in SEM microscope

The tumor size was measured in the studied groups

shown in Figure 3, the rate of growth and proliferation

with a digital caliper. The results of treatment with

of immune cells in spleen in rats treated with

nanoparticles Deacetylchitin showed that the tumor size

nanoparticles within 24 hours showed a significant 2-

was reduced compared with the untreated group. This

times increase compared with the control group.

reduction in size was statistically significant compared

However, tumor untreated groups and less healthy rats

with the control group. MTT test was used to evaluate

showed less growth compared with the control group

the effects of Deacetylchitin nanoparticles in a tumor

and this difference was statistically significant (P>

model on the proliferation of immune cells of spleen.

0.05).

The results are calculated in terms of stimulation index

Deacetylchitin nanoparticles stimulatory effect on these

(Stimulation Index: SI) and SI of absorption rate is 570

cells.

per test to 570 untreated controls. Based on the results
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Figure 3: The proliferation of mouse spleen cells as a result of treatment with Deacetylchitin nanoparticles compared
with the control group.

Figure 3. A. Not stimulated spleen cells of controls B. Stimulated and amplified spleen cells of test group
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Discussion

combination with chitosan nanoparticles compared to

Information obtained from the physical and

when the drug is used alone (22). In 2014, results of

chemical properties of Deacetylchitin lead the propose

Wimardhani et al. showed that chitosan produced

of the polymer as a material for drug delivery and

apoptosis-inducing and anticancer effects in digestive

release, especially for macromolecules. Technically, the

tract cancer cells (23). Studying chitosan Rauw et al.

characteristics of dissolvent in water and positive

(2010) concluded that the combination can lead to

charges of Deacetylchitin are very important (12). The

activation of immune cells and induces responses of

characteristics make the polymer to have interaction

lymphocytes type Th1 (24). In this study, we scrutinized

with macro molecules with the negative charges in an

the body's immune cells’ response to the effects of

aqueous environment or charged surfaces cells. The use

Deacetylchitin nanoparticles in vivo as a treatment

of polymers such as Deacetylchitin is of great interest in

option. The size range of 100 to 250 nanometers of

delivery of drugs to the appropriate place in biological

nanoparticles has the ability to stimulate the immune

systems. Given the applications of Deacetylchitin,

system (25).

Zhang used nanoparticles Deacetylchitin in his study as

An average Deacetylchitin particle size was

drug carriers (20). Vila et al. used Deacetylchitin

determined as about 200 nm with DLS. The size was

nanoparticles as protein carrier in tetanus vaccine (19).

verified by SEM device that is indicative of fit within

Hossein Zadeh and colleagues have used Deacetylchitin

this range. Deacetylchitin nanoparticles, as chemotaxis,

nanoparticles as a drug delivery system in cancer

are capable of stimulating the immune system,

treatment (15).

activating macrophages and increase phagocytosis

In 2016, Potdar et al showed that chitosan

activity (26). This size of nanoparticles stimulated

nanoparticles can inhibit the occurrence of metastasis in

spleen cells as well. Tumor size in the treated groups

esophageal cancer cells (21). In a survey in 2013,

decreased with Deacetylchitin particles. This reduction

Solomon and colleagues showed that the inhibitory

in size showed a significant difference compared with

effects of drug against cancer cells is higher in

the control group. This reduction in tumor size reflects
37
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that the composition can well activate the immune

the system and the proliferation of clones, it can be

system by stimulating it and the appropriate responses

understood that the reduction can be achieved by

will reduce tumor size. Stimulation of spleen cells and

activating the pathway Th1 and cell safety which

lymphocyte proliferation cause secretion of multiple

reduces the size of the tumor cell. The exact molecular

cytokines and stimulate the immune system. Activation

mechanism of reduction in tumor size is discussed in the

of cells is important at the beginning of the formation of

case group which was direct and through the cytotoxic

the responses. If a combination lead to the proliferation

effect of nanoparticles, or indirect through inhibition of

of lymphocyte clones, an appropriate response will be

the immune system leading reduction in size requiring

shaped based on the type of antigen. In this regard,

further studies.
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Deacetylchitin nanoparticles could well stimulate

Due

to

the

unique

features,

Deacetylchitin

lymphocyte clones. Stimulation of the immune system

nanoparticles will not only be discussed to deliver a

and cell proliferation cause the immune system to

variety of drugs and anticancer drugs, but also as a

activate which causes cells not to be neutral against

treatment option along with supplements. Therefore,

cancer cell and exhibits an appropriate response. The

future studies are necessary to assess the impact of

type of activation path is important. Since reduction in

Deacetylchitin on the various signaling pathways and

tumor size was observed followed by the activation of

anti-tumor activity.
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